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Collisions between planetesimals at speeds of several kilometres per second were common during the
early evolution of our Solar System. However, the collateral effects of these collisions are not well under-
stood. In this paper, we quantify the efficiency of heating during high-velocity collisions between plane-
tesimals using hydrocode modelling. We conducted a series of simulations to test the effect on shock
heating of the initial porosity and temperature of the planetesimals, the relative velocity of the collision
and the relative size of the two colliding bodies. Our results show that while heating is minor in collisions
between non-porous planetesimals at impact velocities below 10 km s�1, in agreement with previous
work, much higher temperatures are reached in collisions between porous planetesimals. For example,
collisions between nearly equal-sized, porous planetesimals can melt all, or nearly all, of the mass of
the bodies at collision velocities below 7 km s�1. For collisions of small bodies into larger ones, such as
those with an impactor-to-target mass ratio below 0.1, significant localised heating occurs in the target
body. At impact velocities as low as 5 km s�1, the mass of melt will be nearly double the mass of the
impactor, and the mass of material shock heated by 100 K will be nearly 10 times the mass of the impac-
tor. We present a first-order estimate of the cumulative effects of impact heating on a porous planetes-
imal parent body by simulating the impact of a population of small bodies until a disruptive event occurs.
Before disruption, impact heating is volumetrically minor and highly localised; in no case was more than
about 3% of the parent body heated by more than 100 K. However, heating during the final disruptive col-
lision can be significant; in about 10% of cases, almost all of the parent body is heated to 700 K (from an
initial temperature of �300 K) and more than a tenth of the parent body mass is melted. Hence, energetic
collisions between planetesimals could have had important effects on the thermal evolution of primitive
materials in the early Solar System.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many meteorites we observe, and hence the asteroid parent
body they are derived from, have been heated—expressed, for
example, as areas of melt, thermal metamorphism, and differenti-
ation, most of which occurred during the first few million years of
our Solar System’s formation. More than 90% of all meteorite falls
on Earth have experienced a degree of melting or metamorphism
(Rubin, 1995). The source of this heating has long been an area
of uncertainty in planetary science, with many different hypothe-
ses being suggested. Electromagnetic induction was proposed to
have played a role (e.g., Sonett et al., 1968; Herbert, 1989); though,
as reviewed by Ghosh et al. (2006), is unlikely given that the
needed solar wind flux through the plane of the Solar System
was likely very small. On the other hand, short-lived radio-nuc-
lides, in particular 26Al (Urey, 1955; Lee et al., 1976; MacPherson
et al., 1995; Russell et al., 1996; Srinivasan et al., 1999) have been
ll rights reserved.
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shown to provide sufficient energy to cause both thermal meta-
morphism and differentiation of primitive bodies (e.g., Ghosh
et al., 2006, and references therein).

An alternative source of heating that has been discussed over
the years is shock heating in collisions or impacts between plane-
tesimals—primitive solid bodies 1–100 km in diameter—during the
early runaway growth period of Solar System evolution. According
to standard models, rapid planetesimal growth formed Moon- to
Mars-size planetary embryos throughout the inner Solar System
during this time (Wetherill and Stewart, 1989), which probably
lasted about 10 million years from the time that the first solid
material in the Solar System was formed (Bottke et al., 2005).
The terrestrial planets themselves are the products of energetic
collisions between planetesimals and planetary embryos (Wetherill
and Stewart, 1989). Further, there are a number of shock effects in
meteorites best explained by the hypervelocity impact of planetes-
imals (e.g., Chao, 1967, 1968; Kieffer, 1971; Scott et al., 1992;
Stöffler et al., 1991; Sharp and de Carli, 2006). It has even been sug-
gested that the compaction and lithification of early planetesimals
was the result of similar impacts (e.g., Scott, 2002; Consolmagno
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and Britt, 2004). Given the energy and frequency of these events,
many have suggested that planetesimal impacts may have contrib-
uted to the heating, and possible melting, of primitive bodies
(Wasson et al., 1987; Cameron et al., 1990; Rubin, 1995).

Impacts have largely been dismissed as a source of substantial
heating in asteroid thermal evolution, however, as previous models
suggested that small-body collisions early in the Solar System were
relatively inefficient at heating compared to the decay of short-
lived radio-nuclides (e.g., Keil et al., 1997; McSween et al., 2002).
In a comprehensive study combining observations from terrestrial
craters, results from laboratory shock experiments, numerical
modelling and theoretical considerations, Keil et al. (1997) criti-
cally examined impact heating in small-body collisions. In particu-
lar, they discussed results from Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) simulations of collisions at 3–7 km s�1 between planetesi-
mals 10–1000 km in diameter (Love and Ahrens, 1996). They con-
cluded that while some amount of localised melting and heating
occurred, the low surface gravity of the planetesimals made melt
retention difficult, and impact heating at these velocities would re-
sult in a globally averaged temperature increase of less than 50 K
for a 1000 km body and less than 0.1 K for a 10 km diameter body.

The planetesimals considered by Keil et al. (1997) were non-
porous objects (i.e. they contained no void space). The physical
properties of planetesimals at the start of runaway growth are
not known. However, recent experimental and numerical work
suggests that the low velocities at which dust aggregation occurred
would have resulted in the formation of highly porous (>65% pore
space by volume) centimetre-scale dust aggregates (Blum, 2003;
Wurm et al., 2001, 2004). Whether planetesimals formed from
such aggregates via further low velocity collisions or via some form
of gravitational instability (e.g., Johansen et al., 2007; Cuzzi et al.,
2008), the aggregational process is expected to be gentle enough
that significant porosities would remain. For example, numerical
aggregation calculations by Dominik and Tielens (1997) showed
that as dust aggregates collide, the collisional energy is dissipated
through grain restructuring. At high velocities (>10 m s�1), the col-
lisions are disruptive rather than accretional as the aggregates
fragment. At low velocities, however, the aggregates accrete and
pore space is produced as the grains do not fit perfectly together.
Therefore those collisions that lead to accretion of kilometre-scale
planetesimals are those that produce and maintain pore space be-
tween the grains. Asteroids in the asteroid belt today show a wide
range of porosities, although most are much less than 60% porous
(Britt et al., 2002). It is likely, therefore, that if early planetesimals
were porous much of this porosity was lost over Solar System
history.

If planetesimals were porous this may have important implica-
tions for the growth and thermal evolution of planetary embryos. It
is well-known that the presence of porosity can dramatically in-
crease the amount of heating and attenuate shock energy in an im-
pact due to the large amount of energy expended crushing out the
pore space (e.g., Zel’Dovich and Raizer, 1967; Kieffer, 1971; Ahrens
and Cole, 1974; Melosh, 1989; Sharp and de Carli, 2006). Although
it did not change their overall conclusion, Keil et al. (1997) esti-
mated that inclusion of porosity in their model might increase
the volume of impact melt by up to a factor of 5 and increase the
disruption threshold by a factor of �3 (Love et al., 1993), thereby
increasing not only the heating efficiency but also the likelihood
of retaining heated material on the body. However, impact heating
in porous planetesimal collisions has not been studied in detail.

The importance of heating in collisions between planetesimals
will depend on many factors, among them being the frequency
with which planetesimals collide with one another and the veloc-
ity of such collisions. Chambers (2006) demonstrated that during
the runaway growth period of Solar System evolution the number
of planetesimal collisions, N, during a given time period, Dt, in an
annular zone of width w centred at an orbital distance a from
the Sun, is given by:

N ¼ 69:4Rpr2

Porbmp

pawRp

mp
Dt; ð1Þ

where Rp is the surface density of the planetesimals (i.e. the total
mass of planetesimals per unit area of the disk), r is the planetesi-
mal radius, mp is the planetesimal mass and Porb is the orbital
period:

Porb ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a3

GmSun

s
; ð2Þ

where G is the gravitational constant and mSun is the mass of the
Sun.

The initial mass of the solar nebula is unknown; only a mini-
mum estimate can be derived from the current mass of the planets.
The traditional Minimum Mass Solar Nebula (MMSN, e.g., Wei-
denschilling, 1977) assumes a surface density of �2 g cm�2 in the
asteroid belt. The size–frequency distribution of planetesimals
prior to runaway growth is also not well constrained; however, re-
cent dynamical simulations suggest that to explain the fossil aster-
oid size–frequency distribution the starting distribution must have
had an excess of planetesimals 10 km diameter or larger (Weidens-
chilling, 2009; Morbidelli et al., 2009). If we make a conservative
estimate that the planetesimals in this size range make up only
10% of the mass of the disk (i.e. Rp = 0.2 g cm�2), then for a
0.5 AU wide disk of the MMSN centred at 2.5 AU, a swarm of
10 km planetesimals can produce �400 collisions per year (assum-
ing a porosity of �50%). If we assume no porosity, there is still
likely to be �40 collisions during this same time. This will expose
�0.05 Earth masses to these sort of collisions every million years
within the narrow zone considered, or nearly one Earth mass
throughout the terrestrial planet region of the Solar System. For
comparison, the total mass of material in the terrestrial planets
is less than two Earth masses. We can therefore expect collisional
evolution to have affected a significant fraction of the material
found in the terrestrial planets and asteroids. Indeed, collisional
evolution models by Chambers (2006) suggest that planetesimal
fragmentation is a unavoidable part of the planet formation pro-
cess, as most of the mass of a planet comes from the fragments cre-
ated during planetesimal collisions.

Collision velocity is another important factor in planetesimal
heating by impacts. Keil et al. (1997) considered the effects of im-
pacts with a relative velocity less than about 5 km s�1 which is typ-
ical for the current asteroid belt; however, average collision
velocities between planetesimals during runaway growth may
have been significantly higher. Bottke et al. (2005) showed that
during this stage of planet formation, planetesimal relative veloci-
ties would have increased rapidly to 5–10 km s�1. These velocities
are achieved as a few larger planetary embryos gravitationally per-
turb the neighbouring planetesimals, increasing their eccentricities
and inclinations. Similar results were found by Kenyon and Brom-
ley (2001), who showed how a modest-sized planetary embryo
(�500 km) could ‘‘stir up” the velocities of smaller planetesimals,
to such an extent that the collisions will be disruptive. In addition,
Weidenschilling et al. (1998, 2001) showed that planetesimals fall-
ing into resonance with Jupiter could increase their velocities rela-
tive to the nebula gas, even reaching velocities of up to 10 km s�1.

A scaling law for impact melt production has been established
that relates the mass of impact melt M to the mass mi and velocity
vi of the impactor for a given target material (e.g., Ahrens and
O’Keefe, 1977; Bjorkman and Holsapple, 1987; Pierazzo et al.,
1997):



Fig. 1. As porosity increases, the critical pressure for incipient melting (the pressure
needed to shock heat the material to the solidus in a single shock wave) decreases.
This is well defined for / < 50%, and above 50% is dependant on the compaction rate
parameter chosen (j) in the porous-compaction model (see text for details).
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M
mi
¼ A v2

i =Em
� �3l=2 ð3Þ

where Em is the specific internal energy required to shock melt the
material from the reference temperature; A and l are material-spe-
cific constants. For non-porous materials l � 2/3 so that melt vol-
ume scales with the kinetic energy of the impact. Wünnemann
et al. (2008) demonstrated that this scaling law is also valid for por-
ous materials, but in this case l < 2/3 (A and Em also change with
increasing porosity). Importantly, the scaling theory applies only
to impacts on an initially cold half space; it does not apply for cases
where target curvature is important or where the initial tempera-
ture of the target is higher (or lower) than the reference tempera-
ture. In addition, the scaling law does not apply for values of the
so-called melt number below 30 (i.e. v2

i =Em < 30). For non-porous
dunite, this implies that the scaling law is not valid for impact
velocities less than 13.5 km s�1. Hence, to accurately quantify the
effect of impact heating in planetesimal collisions of interest here,
it is necessary to numerically simulate these collisions with a shock
physics code. Such modelling work has shown the localised heating
potential of high-velocity collisions between large bodies (Cameron
et al., 1990, 1991), but only in non-porous material.

In summary, in the first few to 10 million years of Solar System
evolution, collisions between porous kilometre-scale planetesi-
mals would have been frequent and energetic events: a large frac-
tion of material in the terrestrial planets will have been processed
in impacts at velocities up to several kilometres per second. The
aim of this work is to quantify the efficiency of impact heating in
such collisions. Using numerical impact models, we investigate a
range of collision velocities, relative body sizes, initial tempera-
tures and planetesimal porosities. Through this thorough numeri-
cal investigation we reexamine the importance of collisions in
the thermal evolution of primitive bodies in the Solar System.

2. Method

To quantify heating in planetesimal collisions we simulated the
impact of two spheres of analog planetesimal material using a
hydrocode. Simulations lasted for the duration of time required
for the shock wave to propagate through the planetesimals. We re-
corded the peak shock pressure throughout the planetesimals and
used this to determine the fraction of each planetesimal that expe-
riences a shock pressure in excess of the critical pressure for melt-
ing. This section describes the details of our modelling approach.

2.1. Critical pressure for melting

In this work, the efficiency of heating in a collision was mea-
sured by comparing the volume (and mass) of material shock
heated to a certain temperature, e.g. the solidus (incipient melting)
or the liquidus (complete melting). That porosity can significantly
reduce the critical shock pressure for melting has been demon-
strated experimentally (e.g., Bauer, 1979; Hörz and Schaal, 1981;
Hörz et al., 2005). For example, Hörz et al. (2005) reported the re-
sults of a reverberation shock experiment into �40–45% porous
chondritic material. They found that at 14.5 GPa all pore space
was closed; at 38.1 GPa highly vesicular melts were present at
grain boundaries and were occasionally pooled into pockets of
melt; at 50 GPa more grain boundary melts occurred, and more
commonly formed distinct pockets and pools of melt; and at
65 GPa, 50% of the sample was molten. This shows that melting oc-
curs at significantly lower pressures in porous material than the
experimentally determined critical shock pressure for melting
non-porous dunite (80–100 GPa, Reimold and Stoeffler, 1978)
and the value of 106 GPa derived from the ANEOS equation of state
for dunite (Benz et al., 1989; Wünnemann et al., 2008). As we dem-
onstrate in the subsequent sections this has a significant influence
on heating in planetesimal collisions.

In our simulations of planetesimal collisions, we use dunite as
the solid matrix component of the planetesimals. Dunite, the oliv-
ine-rich end member of peridotite, is a reasonable approximation
of the chemical composition of the rocky material found in bodies
in the inner Solar System. It is also a material with a relatively
well-defined equation of state (derived using the analytical equa-
tion of state, ANEOS, Thompson and Lauson (1972); Benz et al.
(1989)). Wünnemann et al. (2008) outline the procedure for calcu-
lating the critical shock pressure required to melt a porous mate-
rial assuming that the non-porous material equation of state is
known, which we describe in Appendix A. Using this method we
determined the shock pressure (and entropy) for incipient and
complete melting of dunite by calculating the minimum shock
pressure that resulted in a post-shock temperature above the soli-
dus and liquidus temperatures. We defined the dunite melting
curves using data for peridotite (McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Katz
et al., 2003). The entropy for incipient and complete melting of du-
nite were 2785 and 3270 J kg�1 K�1, respectively. These values of
entropy apply for all initial porosities and for an initial temperature
of 298 K. They are lower than the values previously defined by Pie-
razzo et al. (1997), which correspond to a higher dunite melt tem-
perature, appropriate for pure forsterite. Fig. 1 plots the critical
shock pressure for incipient melting of dunite, Psol, as a function
of porosity /. It shows the significant effect that porosity has on
the critical pressure for melting. For non-porous bodies,
Psol = 102 GPa and Pliq = 128 GPa. At 12% porosity, Psol is approxi-
mately half of that value (51.6 GPa), at 30% porosity, Psol = 18.7 GPa,
and at 50% porosity Psol = 7.87 GPa. This will clearly have a signifi-
cant effect on the volume of material shock heated to the melting
point as porosity increases.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of initial temperature on the critical pres-
sure for incipient (solidus) and complete (liquidus) melting (Psol

and Pliq, respectively). As the initial temperature of the material
is increased, so the pressure needed to shock heat it to the solidus
or liquidus decreases. For low porosity material, Pliq � 26 GPa high-
er than Psol (for an initial temperature of 298 K). Intuitively, the
hotter material is prior to shock, the easier it is for the material
to be shock heated to Tsol, which has been shown experimentally
by Huffman and Reimold (1996). Schmitt (2000) also found that
shock experiments which start at a higher temperature produce
a larger volume of melted material, and the onset of shock melting
occurs at lower shock pressures.



Fig. 2. The effect of porosity on the critical pressure for incipient and complete
melting. Warmer bodies require a lower shock pressure to induce melting.

Fig. 3. The increase in entropy and pressure through time in simulations of an iron
flyer plate impacting into a 50% porous dunite sample. Three distinct increases in
shock pressure and entropy can be seen as the shock wave first passes through the
material (first shock), then reflects from a buffer plate (second shock) and then once
again from the impacting plate (third shock). Shown are the results for three
different impact velocities. At 1.821 km s�1, the dunite is shock heated to the
solidus in the first shock wave (the critical shock pressure required for melting in
this case is �8 GPa). At 1.794 km s�1, after the first reflection of the shock wave the
entropy of the material is above the critical entropy required to melt the material
(�28 GPa), and at 1.792 km s�1, a second reflection was required to melt the
material (�34 GPa).
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As discussed above, Hörz et al. (2005) estimated the shock pres-
sure required to melt a chondritic powder of 40–45% porosity,
based on shock reverberation experiments. In an experiment that
achieved a peak shock pressure of 14.5 GPa, no melt was observed,
but in an experiment that achieved a peak shock pressure of
38.1 GPa, melt was observed at the grain boundaries. Unlike our
calculations of the critical shock pressure for melting, which as-
sume loading occurs in a single shock, loading in reverberation
experiments is achieved in multiple stages, first via the initial im-
pact-induced shock wave, then by subsequent reflected shock
waves from the back of the sample and the interface between
the sample and impactor. The shock reverberation technique re-
quires less PdV work to reach the maximum shock pressure, and
hence produces less waste heat during unloading, for a given over-
all shock pressure. These experiments therefore overestimate the
critical pressure required for melting in a single shock wave.

To compare our calculations of the critical pressure for melting
with experimental results we simulated planar impacts analogous
to those experiments of Hörz et al. (2005) using a hydrocode (see
Section 2.3). We simulated the impact of an iron plate into a sam-
ple of porous dunite buffered by another iron plate, at various
velocities. The shock pressure and entropy in the dunite sample
were recorded after the incident shock wave, after the first reflec-
tion from the buffer plate and after the second reflection from the
impacting plate. Results are presented in Fig. 3. For a 50% porous
dunite target, at an impact velocity of 1.821 km s�1 the entropy re-
quired for melting was reached in a single shock—in this case the
peak shock pressure was �8.1 GPa, which is consistent with our
calculations above (see Fig. 1). At an impact velocity of
1.794 km s�1 the material was shock heated to the solidus in two
stages (i.e. the initial shock wave and its reflection)—in this case
Psol � 28.4 GPa, more than a factor of three higher than that re-
quired in a single shock. For an impact velocity of 1.792 km s�1,
three stages were required to reach the entropy required for melt-
ing (i.e. two reflections of the shock wave), and Psol � 34.0 GPa.
Similar results were observed for a 40% porous target. These simu-
lations demonstrate that the critical pressure required to shock
heat a material to the solidus in one shock wave can be substan-
tially smaller than that required in a multi-shock, reverberation
experiment. Moreover, the high impedance contrast between the
porous dunite sample and the iron flyer and buffer plates, com-
bined with the fact that pore space is fully compacted after the first
shock, mean that the second shock can be stronger (i.e. a larger in-
crease in pressure across the shock) than the first shock. Our sim-
ulations of shock loading in two/three stages predict a critical
pressure for melting 40–50% porous dunite of �28–35 GPa, which
is consistent with estimates of the critical pressure for melting a
�45% porosity chondritic powder based on reverberation shock
experiments by Hörz et al. (2005), and reiterate that shock melting
in one shock stage can be achieved at even lower shock pressures.

2.2. Limitations

Wünnemann et al. (2008) discuss the limitations of the above
approach for quantifying the thermodynamic state of a porous
material, which are inherent to the porous-compaction model
and the dunite ANEOS equation of state. The limitations of ANEOS
for deriving equations of state for geologic materials are discussed
by Ivanov (2005) and Melosh (2007). An important limitation of
the ANEOS-derived dunite equation of state used in this work is
that it does not include latent heat of melting. Consequently, the
equation of state over-estimates temperatures in excess of the
melt temperature and the critical shock pressure for melting is
slightly under-estimated. To provide a measure of uncertainty in
our calculations we also compute the critical pressure for complete
melting (i.e. the pressure required to raise the temperature above
the liquidus on release, Pliq). The actual critical pressure for incipi-
ent melting will be bounded between these limits, but is likely to
be closer to the lower-bound estimate.

A shortcoming of the compaction model is that the compaction
function for planetesimal-analog materials are not well con-
strained. Ideally, the compaction function would be determined
empirically using crush data for planetesimal-analog materials of
varying porosities. In the absence of this data, we used representa-
tive values for the compaction parameters that have provided good
fits to other porous geologic materials and explored the sensitivity
of our results to these parameters. The critical pressure for melting
dunite (Fig. 2) is unaffected by the compaction rate parameter (j,
see Appendix A) used in the porous-compaction model for porosity
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values from 0% up to approximately 40–50%. This is because, for
low porosities, the pore space is compacted out of the material at
a shock pressure lower than Psol. For higher porosities, the assumed
compaction rate affects the critical pressure. A value of j very close
to 1 is most realistic for highly porous materials as very little com-
pression of the matrix occurs before all pore space has been com-
pacted. Moreover, for some materials the solid matrix material
may actually expand during compaction due to the extreme heat-
ing involved (Zel’Dovich and Raizer, 1967). This would imply a j-
value greater than one for a portion of compaction. For lower val-
ues of j, we find that Psol is higher in very porous material ( J 50%
porosity). Fig. 1 presents several values of j for comparison. For
example, at 60% porosity, Psol = 7.89 GPa for j = 0.90, but Psol is only
5.40 GPa for j = 0.98. A value of j = 0.98 has previously been found
to be a good fit to Hugoniot data for a range of moderately porous
materials (Wünnemann et al., 2006, 2008), and is used for the re-
sults presented in this study.

The compaction model is a continuum approximation of the
macroscopic behaviour of a porous material. As such, it assumes
that pore sizes are below the resolution of the model, which in
our simulations is �1/500 times the radius of the planetesimal
(�10 m cell size), and that pores are uniformly distributed within
the material. As long as this assumption is valid, the results pre-
sented here should be independent on the exact scale and nature
of the pore space. The model implicitly assumes that shockwave
compaction and heating are homogeneous within the material;
hence, the critical pressure for melting calculated here and any
heating induced by pore collapse represent averages over the bulk
material. In natural materials, pore spaces occur on a wide range of
scales and are often non-uniformly distributed; hence, their com-
paction can be quite heterogeneous and lead to highly-localised
heating ‘‘hotspots” (e.g. Kieffer et al., 1976) on the scale of single
pores.

2.3. Initial conditions for the model

To simulate planetesimal collisions we use the iSALE hydrocode
(Collins et al., 2004; Wünnemann et al., 2006), which is an exten-
sion of the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980) and is similar to
the SALEB hydrocode (Ivanov et al., 1997; Ivanov and Artemieva,
2002; Ivanov, 2005). To simulate hypervelocity impact processes
in solid materials SALE was modified to include an elasto-plastic
constitutive model, fragmentation models, various equations of
state (EoS), and multiple materials (Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov
et al., 1997). More recent improvements include a modified
strength model (Collins et al., 2004) and a novel porosity compac-
tion model (Wünnemann et al., 2006). The code is well tested
against laboratory experiments at low and high strain-rates
(Wünnemann et al., 2006) and other hydrocodes (Pierazzo et al.,
2008). Wünnemann et al. (2008) used iSALE to quantify the effect
of porosity on melt production in sedimentary rocks.

iSALE is a two-dimensional hydrocode that employs axial sym-
metry. This limits impact events to normal incidence angles, and
collisional events to a head-on, direct impact geometry. The dura-
tion of each simulation was just long enough to follow the gener-
ation, propagation and release of the shock wave in each collision.
In this phase of cratering the effects of material strength and grav-
ity are negligible; hence, both strength and gravity were omitted
from our calculations.

The majority of simulations were of two 10 km diameter bodies
colliding, apart from simulations investigating the effect of relative
body size. A diameter of 10 km was chosen as being typical of
planetesimals during the runaway and oligarchic growth phases
of the evolution of the Solar System. However, as our model does
not include gravity or strength, our results are independent of
planetesimal size (provided the assumption that pore spaces are
small compared to the finest mesh size still holds) and we present
our results in dimensionless units. The temperature profile of the
solar nebula is not well understood, and would likely have changed
significantly through time. We therefore used the reference tem-
perature from the dunite equation of state, 298 K, as the initial
planetesimal temperature. This is well within the temperature
range suggested by previous studies (e.g., Cassen, 1994), and later
investigated the effect of changing this parameter.

Planetesimal porosity was varied between 0% (non-porous) and
80%. At extreme porosity ( J 70%), the compaction function in the
�-a porous-compaction model is inaccurate (Wünnemann et al.,
2008) as it does not allow for matrix expansion during compres-
sion (e.g., Zel’Dovich and Raizer, 1967; Jutzi et al., 2008). However,
such high porosities are unlikely to have been typical of planetes-
imals. As discussed above, the compaction rate, j, has little effect
on shock heating for <50% porosity. Impact velocity was varied be-
tween 1 and 20 km s�1 to span the complete range of collision
velocities suggested by studies of planetesimal stirring during run-
away growth (Weidenschilling et al., 1998, 2001; Kenyon and
Bromley, 2001; Bottke et al., 2005; Chambers, 2006).

2.4. Measuring the mass of shock heated material

The method for determining the mass of material that experi-
ences a peak shock pressure greater than a certain threshold pres-
sure is discussed in Pierazzo et al. (1997), Pierazzo and Melosh
(2000) and Ivanov and Artemieva (2002). To track the pressure-
history of material in a calculation, iSALE uses ‘mass-less’ (Lagrang-
ian) tracer particles. These particles are assigned at the beginning
of the simulation to a certain mass of material (typically, that con-
tained within one computational cell), and follow the path of this
mass through the course of the collision event. The total mass of
material that experienced a certain threshold pressure or greater
is the sum of the mass of all the tracer particles in the mesh that
experienced a maximum shock pressure in excess of this threshold
pressure. By defining the threshold pressure as the calculated crit-
ical pressure for melting, for example, it is possible to then com-
pare how efficient each collisional event is at melting the
planetesimal material.

2.5. Resolution

In iSALE, a discrete grid of cells is used to represent the region in
which the collision occurs. The smaller the size of these cells, the
more accurately the propagation of a shock wave can be resolved.
However, this increase in resolution comes at the cost of computa-
tional time, so a suitable balance must be found. The convention in
impact modelling is to measure the resolution of a simulation in
terms of the number of cells per projectile radius, CPPR. To test
the dependence of heating on CPPR, several series of simulations
of equal-sized porous dunite bodies were run, in each series keep-
ing the initial conditions (porosity, velocity, initial temperature)
constant, changing only the resolution. By increasing the resolu-
tion, the measured mass of material shock heated to a certain tem-
perature (e.g. M(>Tsol), where Tsol is the solidus temperature)
increases. Following the method suggested by Boris Ivanov (per-
sonal communication) this can be approximated by an exponential
function of the inverse of the resolution (1/CPPR), which gives the
‘true’ value of M(>Tsol) when 1/CPPR = 0 (i.e. at hypothetical ‘infi-
nite’ resolution). By normalising M(>Tsol) by this ‘true’ value
(Fig. 4), it is easy to see by how much the model underestimates
the mass of shock heated material due to the resolution. Fig. 4
shows that the amount that the model underestimates the shock
heated mass depends not only on 1/CPPR, but also on the efficiency
of heating in the collision. In a previous calculation for impacts at
18 km s�1 into a porous half space target using the iSALE hydrocode,



Fig. 4. Resolution study of several different planetesimal collision set ups. As less
mass is shock heated to the solidus (relative to the impactor mass), the need for
higher resolution increases. For comparison, the resolution study of impacts into a
half space from Wünnemann et al. (2008) is shown.

A

B

Fig. 5. (A) Comparison in the early stages of the model showing the difference in
pressures between porous and non-porous bodies. Non-porous material experi-
ences much higher shock pressure, because no work is needed to close pore spaces.
Attenuation of the shock front is greater in porous material. (B) Comparison of the
final temperature profiles of the same two simulations (at a later time step to A,
after the release from high shock pressure). The non-porous case shows only
localised heating through the centre of the resulting body of material. The volume is
much lower in the porous case, as much of the pore space has been crushed out.
However, most of this volume is still at significantly high temperatures (e.g.
>1000 K), whereas in the non-porous case much of the material (from the back edge
of the colliding bodies) has experienced little to no temperature rise. This extra
increase in temperature is due to the extra waste heat produced in porous materials
(see text for details).
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Wünnemann et al. (2008) found that a resolution of 80 CPPR was
required to limit the error to just 5% (note that this is only the error
induced in the model due to the resolution used). In that case,
M(>Tsol) � 15mi, where mi is the impactor mass. For two 50% por-
ous dunite planetesimals colliding at 5 km s�1, a much smaller
mass of material is shock heated to Tsol (M(>Tsol) � 1.4mi), so a
greater resolution of 150 CPPR is required to produce an error of
5%. For 20% porous planetesimals colliding at the same velocity, a
resolution of 650 CPPR is required to produce an error of 5%, when
M(>Tsol) � 0.06mi. A resolution greater than that employed in pre-
vious impact studies using iSALE (e.g., Wünnemann et al., 2008) is
therefore required for simulations of colliding planetesimals at
velocities of�5 km s�1, due to the lower ratio of shock heated mass
to impactor mass. Throughout this study, we use a resolution of
�500 CPPR, and the errors induced by this resolution underesti-
mate the amount of heated material by �1–10%. A similar accuracy
may be achieved with a lower resolution by using a higher-order
accuracy computation scheme (e.g. CTH; see, Pierazzo et al., 1997).
3. Results

3.1. A collision event

Fig. 5 shows results from two models of two equal-sized dimen-
sionless bodies colliding at a relative collision velocity of 5 km s�1.
The initial temperature of the bodies in this case is 298 K. The left
images depict the results of two non-porous planetesimals collid-
ing; the right images depict the results of two 50% porous planetes-
imals. There are several important stages to note. During the initial
contact stage, a shock wave travels through both bodies from the
point of contact towards the back edge of the bodies. In non-porous
bodies, a very high shock pressure can be reached (>100 GPa). In
porous bodies, the shock energy is attenuated by the crushing of
pore space. As a result, the shock speed is substantially reduced
(e.g. it takes twice as long for 50% of the material to experience
the shock wave) and lower shock pressures are reached
(<25 GPa). The high pressure zone is confined to a much more
localised region when compared to the non-porous case (for exam-
ple, only one-hundredth of the mass is shock heated above 20 GPa
in the non-porous collision, compared to a third of the mass shock
heated to the same pressure in the porous collision). Fig. 5A high-
lights these differences, showing the pressure in the planetesimals
1 s after impact—note that in the non-porous case the shockwave
has travelled further into the planetesimal and generated far high-
er pressures behind the shock front than in the porous case.

The next important stage in the collision process is the propaga-
tion of a release wave. This is initiated at the point in time when
the shock wave reaches the edge of one or both of the bodies (a free
surface). In the idealised cases considered here where both bodies
are identical in volume and porosity, this will be at the same time.
The release wave acts to decompress the material from the high
shock pressures, and allows materials to reach their shock-heated
temperatures. In the models shown in Fig. 5 the temperatures
experienced by the colliding bodies during the course of the simu-
lation are also recorded. Fig. 5B shows the final temperature pro-
files of the two models. After the release from high shock
pressure, almost all the material in the porous collision has been
heated, with the majority of material above 1000 K. In the non-por-
ous simulation, only a thin band of material has reached this tem-
perature. The material from the back of the planetesimals in the
non-porous case has not experienced a significant temperature in-
crease compared to the material from the back of the porous plane-
tesimals, despite experiencing higher shock pressures. This is a
result of the lower waste heat generated in non-porous planetesi-
mal collisions.

Note also that at this stage of the collision process a high veloc-
ity jet of material is expanding radially away from the contact site
in the plane perpendicular to the collision velocity. Material in this
jet is very low density, and is still accelerating at the end of the
simulation.

Over 300 simulations similar to the two depicted in Fig. 5 were
performed in a comprehensive quantitative study of disruptive



Fig. 6. Non-porous materials experienced very little material being shock heated
above the solidus. As porosity increases, we see a significant increase in the
proportion of the initial mass which is shock heated above the solidus (fit by a
power law curve) up to �50%. The proportion of the initial mass that is shock
heated to the solidus levels off in highly porous material. For comparison, several
values of j are presented, showing the effect of compaction rate in highly porous
material. Results are for collisions between two equal-sized, dimensionless bodies
at 5 km s�1.

Fig. 7. As porosity increases, the mass of material which is shock heated above the
critical pressure for melting increases by a power law function to �40–50%
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collisions between planetesimal bodies. The following sections de-
scribe the effects that porosity, velocity, relative body size and ini-
tial body temperature have upon heating in planetesimal
collisions.

3.2. The effect of porosity

Table 1 and Fig. 6 present results of collisions between two
equal-sized dimensionless, spherical, dunite planetesimal bodies,
for a range in porosity from 0% up to 75%. We start here with a rel-
ative collisional velocity of 5 km s�1 (see Section 3.3 for a discus-
sion of the effect of the collision velocity). In non-porous and low
porosity bodies, there is very little material shock heated to the
melting point (at this velocity), which agrees with the results pre-
sented in Keil et al. (1997). As the pore space volume is increased
up to �50%, the fraction of the planetesimal for which T > Tsol after
release (i.e. the shock heated mass normalised by the total initial
mass of the planetesimals M(>Tsol)/(mi + mt)) increases consider-
ably, and can be fit by a power law (Fig. 6). For very porous bodies
( J 50% porosity), the mass of shock heated material depends upon
the porous compaction parameter j, decreasing as j decreases.
This is due, in part, to the increase in Psol for lower j. The compac-
tion rate also affects the attenuation of the shock wave. As men-
tioned above, a value of 0.98 seems to fit Hugoniot data well;
also presented are results for j = 0.95 and j = 0.90 to illustrate
the sensitivity of these results on j.

Table 1 and Fig. 7 also detail the change in the absolute mass of
material for which T > Tsol after release in these collisions (i.e. the
shock heated mass normalised by the mass of two non-porous
planetesimals M(>Tsol)/(mi + mt)/ = 0). By normalising by a constant
amount, a slightly different trend is apparent. There are two com-
peting controls on the absolute mass of material shock heated to
Tsol as porosity increases. Acting to reduce the absolute mass of
shock heated material is the increasing proportion of pore space
(a porous material has a lower mass for a given volume). The shock
heated mass increases, however, due to the second control—the
lower critical pressure for melting at higher porosity. For porosities
up to approximately 50%, a power law relationship still exists
(Fig. 7). This power law relationship for the mass heated to the sol-
idus breaks down for porosities higher than �45%. In even more
porous material (above �60% porosity), the lower initial mass is
the dominant factor, and a reduction in the absolute mass of mate-
rial shock heated above Tsol is observed. The porosity at which the
power law no longer fits the data for the liquidus is higher than
Table 1
Simulation results for two dimensionless dunite spheres colliding at 5 km s�1.
Mð> TsolÞ=ðmi þmtÞ/¼0 is the mass of material shock heated to the solidus, normalised
to the initial mass of the two planetesimals in the non-porous simulation, and
M(>Tsol)/(mi + mt) is the fractional mass of material shock heated to the solidus
relative to the total initial mass of the two colliding bodies. j = 0.98.

Porosity (%) Initial mass Mð>TsolÞ
ðmiþmt Þ/¼0

Mð>TsolÞ
ðmiþmt Þ

0 1.00 0.000 0.000
10 0.90 0.000 0.000
15 0.85 0.010 0.011
20 0.80 0.025 0.031
25 0.75 0.050 0.067
29 0.71 0.075 0.105
33 0.67 0.115 0.173
38 0.63 0.168 0.269
40 0.60 0.203 0.340
45 0.55 0.266 0.485
50 0.50 0.320 0.640
55 0.45 0.351 0.779
60 0.40 0.345 0.862
68 0.32 0.282 0.883
75 0.25 0.224 0.894

porosity, above which we see a reduction in the mass of material melted due to the
decrease in initial mass (as the material has a higher pore fraction). Results are for
collisions between two equal-sized, dimensionless bodies at 5 km s�1, and are
normalised to the mass of two non-porous bodies, (mi + mt)/=0.
that seen for the solidus (in this case it is for >60% porosity), and
a decrease in the absolute mass of material shock heated to the liq-
uidus occurs for porosities greater than 70%.

3.3. The effect of collision velocity

As the kinetic energy involved in a collision increases, the shock
pressures will increase and hence the amount and extent of heat-
ing will increase. Fig. 8 and Table 2 show the effect of collision
velocity on melt production for the case of equal-sized planetesi-
mals for different planetesimal porosities (non-porous, 20% poros-
ity and 50% porosity).

For non-porous planetesimals a very high velocity is required to
shock heat the total mass of both bodies to Tsol (and Tliq); heating in
collisions at several km s�1 is small. For example, in non-porous
bodies colliding at �5 km s�1, a negligible mass is shock heated
to Tsol. However, at velocities above �15 km s�1, it is possible to



Fig. 8. The effect of velocity on the mass of material shock heated to the solidus.
Two important effects are shown—increasing velocity results in a higher fraction of
the original material mass being shock heated to the solidus, and an equivalent
mass of shock heated material can be produced at lower velocities in higher
porosity material. Results are for collisions between two equal-sized, dimensionless
bodies, and are normalised to the total mass of material (mi + mt).

Table 2
Results for non-porous, 20% and 50% porous bodies colliding at a range of velocities.
Presented here is the fraction of the initial mass shock heated to the solidus (M(>Tsol)/
(mi + mt)).

Velocity (km s�1) Mð>TsolÞ
ðmiþmt Þ

/ = 0 / = 0.2 / = 0.5

3 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 0.000 0.003 0.131
5 0.000 0.031 0.641
6 0.000 0.139 0.947
7 0.008 0.400 0.978
8 0.031 0.800 0.988
9 0.088 0.977 0.995

10 0.196 0.985 0.996
11 0.376
12 0.619
13 0.882
14 0.962
15 0.975

Fig. 9. Results for collisions between two equal-sized, dimensionless planetesimals
colliding at 5 km s�1, for bodies with initial temperatures of 298 K, 700 K and
1000 K. Shock heated masses are normalised by the total mass of material (mi + mt).
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shock heat almost the whole body to Tsol (when >0.97 (mi + mt) is
shock heated to at least Tsol). To shock heat 0.50(mi + mt) to Tsol, a
velocity of �11.5 km s�1 is required; to shock heat � 0.05(mi + mt)
to Tsol a velocity of �8.5 km s�1 is required.

When the colliding bodies are increasingly porous, the fraction
of material shock heated to Tsol increases. Therefore, a lower veloc-
ity is required to achieve the same level of shock heated material
when the porosity is higher. For example, for two colliding 20%
porosity dunite bodies, a velocity of �7.2 km s�1 will shock heat
0.50(mi + mt) to Tsol, and in 50% porosity dunite, �4.8 km s�1 is suf-
ficient to reach this fraction of shock heated material. This is due to
the lower Psol in more porous material. An increase of relative
velocity by approximately 1–1.5 km s�1is sufficient to shock heat
an equivalent mass of material to Tliq.

Even if the collision velocity is too low to produce much melt,
shock heating may still be significant. For example, in an impact
between two planetesimals with 50% porosity at 3 km s�1 almost
the entire planetesimal mass is heated by >400 K and �40% is
heated by >700 K.

3.4. The effect of initial temperature

During impact, planetesimal material is melted by raising its
internal energy through the conversion of kinetic energy. Hence,
if the planetesimal’s initial internal energy is higher, less kinetic
energy is required to induce melting. This can be achieved by
increasing the initial temperature of the planetesimals (for exam-
ple by radioactive heating by 26Al decay or even by heating from
previous impacts). Fig. 9 shows the effect of porosity on melt pro-
duction in equal-body collisions at 5 km s�1 for different initial
temperatures (298 K, 700 K and 1000 K). Significant impact heating
of lower porosity material can be achieved if the initial tempera-
ture is higher. For example, the same relative mass of material
shock heated to the solidus is achieved if the planetesimals have
an initial porosity of 45% and an initial temperature of 298 K or if
the initial porosity is 25% and the initial temperature is 1000 K.
3.5. The effect of relative body size

Collisions between objects of the same size will be relatively
rare in the Solar System, compared to those between bodies of dif-
fering size. Hence, we varied the relative size of the two colliding
bodies from a impactor-to-target planetesimal mass ratio (mi/mt)
of 1:1 down to a mass ratio of 1:1000. To quantitatively compare
the results between simulations, the total volume of the two collid-
ing bodies was kept equal. Simulations of 5 km s�1 collisions were
performed for porosities between 20% and 50%. The results are pre-
sented in Figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 10 shows the mass of material shock heated to various tem-
peratures (including the solidus) normalised by the smaller plane-
tesimal mass (M(>T)/mi) in the collision as a function of relative
body size (mi/mt), for 50% porous dunite. It shows that, below an
impactor-to-target planetesimal mass ratio of 0.1 and for a colli-
sion velocity of 5 km s�1 the mass of material shock heated to
above the solidus is �2 times the smaller planetesimal mass, and
the mass shock heated by 100 K is �9 times the smaller planetes-
imal mass. When the bodies are of approximately equal size these
values drop to about 1.5 and 2, respectively. At a collision velocity
of 10 km s�1 about 3–4 times more material is heated to a given
temperature. In cases where the impactor is small compared to
the target body, traditional scaling laws may be applied (as the col-
lision geometry more closely resembles an impact into a half space
and the point source approximation). Our results show a slight
reduction in mass shock heated to a given temperature with reduc-
ing planetesimal mass ratio below mi/mt � 0.1. This is an artefact
due to the lower resolution used in simulations with a low impac-
tor-to-target mass ratio. In reality, for small impactor-to-target



Fig. 10. The effect of impactor-to-target planetesimal mass ratio (mi/mt) on the
efficiency of heating for 50% porous dunite planetesimals with an initial temper-
ature of 298 K, colliding at 5 and 10 km s�1. Shock heated masses are normalised by
the impactor mass, mi. For a mass ratio of 0.1 or less, �9 times the impactor mass is
heated by 100 K; �4 times the impactor mass is heated by 400 K, and �3 times the
impactor mass is heated by 700 K. �2 times the impactor mass is heated to the
solidus in a 5 km s�1 collision, compared to �8 times the impactor mass in a
10 km s�1 collision.

Fig. 11. The effect of impactor-to-target planetesimal mass ratio (mi/mt) on the
efficiency of heating for two 50% porous planetesimals colliding at 5 km s�1. Results
shown here are as a fraction of the total mass of material (mi + mt). The most
efficient heating is when the bodies are of equal size.
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mass ratios the mass shock heated to a given temperature will be a
constant multiple of the impactor mass.

The proportion of the impactor that is shock heated to the sol-
idus is unchanged for all mass ratios (approximately 75% of the
impactor at 5 km s�1 and almost the entire impactor at 10 km s�1).
For mass ratios below �0.1, approximately 35% of all material
shock heated to the solidus comes from the impacting body at
5 km s�1 and this value falls to �12% for collisions at 10 km s�1.
For both 5 km s�1 and 10 km s�1 collisions, only approximately
10–15% of the mass shock heated by 100 K comes from the impac-
tor for planetesimal mass ratios below 0.1.

If the data is normalised to the total initial mass, rather than the
mass of the impactor, then it is evident that the most efficient col-
lision for heating the largest total mass of material is when the col-
liding bodies are of equal size. This is shown in Fig. 11, which plots
the proportion of the total planetesimal mass shock heated above
the solidus M(>Tsol)/(mi + mt) versus relative body size. As the mass
ratio decreases, M(>Tsol)/(mi + mt) decreases. However, it is impor-
tant that even in the case of a planetesimal mass ratio of 1:10,
more than 5–15% of the total planetesimal mass is heated to the
solidus if the planetesimals have moderate porosity (30–50%)
and a relative velocity in excess of 5 km s�1. In the case of similar
sized planetesimals (with a mass ratio of �1:1), the collision will
be disruptive. However, it is also these collisions which produced
the largest fraction of heated material in a single shock event.

When two equal size bodies collide, the shock front travels
through both bodies symmetrically, until it reaches the far edge
of both bodies simultaneously (see Fig. 12B). At this point the re-
lease wave travels from the outer edge of the bodies, towards the
centre of the colliding bodies (Fig. 12C). Because the shock wave
is able to propagate far into both bodies, most of the material expe-
riences shock pressures that, especially in more porous material,
produce substantial heating and melting after release (see Fig. 12).

In bodies of unequal size, once the shock wave has reached the
back edge of the smaller body, (Fig. 13B) the release wave moves
back through first the small body, and then the larger body
(Fig. 13C), before catching up to the shock front in the large body.
This prevents the area towards the back edge of the large body
reaching high shock pressures (and therefore high temperatures
after release). As the colliding bodies become more different in
size, this effect becomes more important, as the release begins ear-
lier with respect to the time it takes the shock wave to propagate
through the larger body.
4. Discussion

Our investigations have quantified the effects of four variables
on heating during planetesimal collisions: the relative collision
velocity, the initial porosity and temperature of the planetesimal
material and the relative size of the planetesimals. We have shown
that collisions between planetesimals at several kilometres per
second can cause significant heating and melting if, as expected,
planetesimals are highly porous. For initially cold planetesimals
with a porosity of �50%, a collision velocity of 5 km s�1 is sufficient
to melt a total mass on the order of the 1–2 times the mass of the
smaller of the two bodies. Such collisions also heat a mass approx-
imately 4 times the mass of the smaller body to �700 K, which
could result in low temperature alteration as observed in many
meteorites; and 9–10 times the impacting mass may be heated
by >100 K, which could be important for vaporising water, for
example. In contrast, and consistent with previous modelling stud-
ies of heating in small-body collisions (Love and Ahrens, 1996; Keil
et al., 1997), if the planetesimals have no porosity heating is negli-
gible for collision velocities less than �7 km s�1 and small for
velocities less than 10 km s�1.

The extent of heating increases substantially for higher collision
velocities and the potential for melting increases if the initial tem-
perature of the planetesimal material is higher. For example, in col-
lisions between equal-sized, 50% porous planetesimals, at an initial
temperature of about 300 K and at an impact velocity of 5 km s�1

about one half of the total mass of both planetesimals is heated
above the solidus; whereas, complete melting of both bodies oc-
curs at an impact velocity of 7 km s�1 or if the initial temperature
is 700 K. Impact velocities up to 10 km s�1 and internal planetesi-
mal temperatures up to 1000 K were possible in the first few mil-
lion years of embryo growth. Such high temperatures may be
achieved from the decay of short-lived radio-nuclides.

A complete assessment of the importance of collisional heating
in Solar System evolution is beyond the scope of this study. This re-
quires knowledge of the frequency of collisions between planetes-
imals as well as the relative body sizes, the collision velocity and
the change in planetesimal porosity with time as small impacts
compact out porosity in larger bodies. However, the results of
our numerical simulations can be used to derive a first-order esti-
mate of the extent of impact heating on a porous planetesimal. To



Fig. 12. Selected timesteps for two equal volume bodies (starting diameter 10 km), colliding at 5 km s�1. The initial porosity is 50%. The left hand side of each plot displays the
pressure (white is low pressure, black is high pressure). On the right hand side, the black particles represent those tracer particles that have been shock heated above the
critical pressure for melting (�8 GPa). (A) shows the initial model setup. (B) is at t = 1.76 s, and shows the shock wave reaching the outer edge of the body, just before the
release wave propagates inwards. (C) shows the release wave mid-way through the bodies, and (D) is after the shock pressure has been fully released.

Fig. 13. Selected timesteps for two 50% porosity bodies colliding at 5 km s�1. In this simulation the two initial bodies have different volumes (the larger body has a volume
four times greater than the smaller body). The left hand side of each plot displays the pressure (white is low pressure, black is high pressure). On the right hand side, the black
particles represent those tracer particles that have been shock heated above the critical pressure for melting (�8 GPa). (A) Shows the initial model setup. (B) Shows the stage
in the simulation where the shock wave has reached the back of the smaller body, and the release wave has just started to propagate from this edge. (C) Shows the release
wave passing through the area of high pressure, reducing the shock pressure, and at (D) most of the high shock pressure has been released. A smaller volume of material has
reached the critical shock pressure for melting than in Fig. 12.
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do this, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations in which a 500 km
diameter, 50% porous parent body with an initial temperature of
298 K was impacted (cratered and heated) by a population of
smaller planetesimals. For each impact on the parent body we



Fig. 14. The net heating of a 500 km diameter parent body before and after a
disruptive collision, normalised to the initial mass of the parent body. Disruption
can cause an increase of mass heated of up to two orders of magnitude, showing
that most impacts will only lead to localised heating, whilst significant heating can
occur during larger destructive collisions. Error bars show a 1-r interval.
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calculated: (i) the approximate crater size on the parent body and
(ii) the volume of material shock heated to several temperatures
(400 K, 700 K, 1000 K, 1373 K, 2056 K). Impacts continued until
an impact occurred of sufficient energy to disrupt the target body.

Impactor diameter was chosen at random from a simple power-
law size–frequency distribution. The probability of an impactor
being a given size or larger was given by P(dimp > d) = (d/dmin)�b,
where dmin is the diameter of the smallest impactor in the popula-
tion. Results presented here are for b = 1 (i.e. as the diameter de-
creases by a factor of 10, the number of impactors increases by a
factor of 10) and dmin = 50 m (the effect of all smaller impacts is ig-
nored). Similarly, impact velocity was chosen at random from a
Gaussian velocity–frequency distribution, with a mean (l) of
4 km s�1 and a standard deviation (r) of 1 km s�1. Actual size-
and velocity–frequency distributions are not well constrained
and would have changed through time. The values of b, l and r
used here were chosen to give a first-order estimate of the heating
on a parent body. Future work will test the sensitivity of our model
to the choice of mass- and velocity–frequency distributions.

All our numerical simulations described in the previous section
assumed strengthless planetesimals and ended upon release of the
colliding planetesimals from high shock pressure. As a result, the
final crater dimensions were not predicted; neither was it deter-
mined whether or not the planetesimal collision resulted in disrup-
tion of both bodies. Hence, for our simple thermal evolution model
we estimated crater size (Dcr) using the scaling law for dry sand
(Schmidt and Housen, 1987):

Dcr ¼ 1:25g�0:17d0:83
imp v0:34

i ; ð4Þ

where g is the acceleration due to gravity on the parent body (for a
50% porous, 500 km diameter body, g � 0.116 m s�2).

The disruption limit for porous small bodies is not well under-
stood. A simple estimate of the disruption threshold for a small
body greater than 10 km in diameter is provided by the largest cra-
ter diameter observed on small bodies, which is approximately
equal to the radius of the body (Burchell and Leliwa-Kopystynski,
2009). For the purposes of our simple thermal evolution model
we defined a disruptional impact as one that would result in a cra-
ter diameter larger than the radius of the target body; all smaller
impacts were considered non-disruptional. For an impact velocity
of 5 km s�1 and a parent body diameter of 500 km the smallest dis-
ruptional impactor diameter is 48 km.

The fraction of the parent body heated to a given temperature
was estimated using an equation fit to our numerical modelling re-
sults (e.g. Fig. 10, and similar models run at different collision
velocities). This equation is:

Mð> TÞ ¼ 25:7T�0:81ð9:8v i � T0:50Þmi; 0 6 M 6 mparent; ð5Þ

where mparent is the initial mass of the 500 km parent body, T is
measured in Kelvin and vi is measured in kilometres per second.
This equation applies for a 50% porous parent body with an initial
temperature of 298 K.

In computing the cumulative heating we assumed (crudely)
that in non-disruptive collisions all heated material was retained
on the parent body (i.e. no material escaped the parent body)
and that each impact occurred on a pristine part of the parent body
(i.e. impacts overprinting on top of one another were ignored). The
first of these assumptions is supported by recent numerical simu-
lations of impacts into porous targets with strength (Wünnemann
et al., 2008).

Fig. 14 presents the combined results of many thousands of
runs of the evolution model. Shown is the fraction of the parent
planetesimal that is heated to several temperatures (M(>T)/mparent)
both before the final disruptive collision and after. The fractions
heated to each temperature are log-normally distributed. The sym-
bols represent the mean of the normally distributed values of
log(M(>T)/mparent), which is approximately equivalent to the med-
ian of the normal distribution; the error bars span one standard
deviation from the mean.

Our results show that, prior to disruption, most parent bodies
are not heated significantly; the most common scenario is that less
than one-thousandth of the parent body’s mass is heated by 100 K,
one-ten-thousandth of the parent body is heated by more than
400 K and approximately one-fifty-thousandth is melted. The stan-
dard deviations are large compared to the medians and the means
are in general at least one order of magnitude greater than the
medians. This implies that a small number of parent bodies will
experience much more heating than is typical. However, in no sce-
nario is more than a thirtieth of the parent body heated by greater
than 100 K, more than one-eightieth heated by 400 K, or more than
four thousandths of the body melted. This suggests that impacts
cannot provide a mechanism for global heating of parent bodies
without disrupting them; all non-disrupted parent bodies experi-
ence only volumetrically minor, highly-localised heating from
collisions.

Another important result of our Monte-Carlo simulations is that
the majority of heating occurs during the final, disruptive collision.
In general, the disruptive collision heats about 100 times more
material to a given temperature than all previous impacts put to-
gether. Hence, in most cases, almost a twentieth of the parent body
is heated by more than 100 K, one-eightieth is heated by 400 K, and
more than one-thousandth is melted. Again the standard deviation
is large, so that a significant fraction of parent bodies are heated
even more than this. For example, in about 20% of cases a third
of the parent body is heated by 100 K, a tenth is heated by 400 K
and a hundredth of the parent body is melted. In 8% of cases, al-
most the whole parent body is heated by 100 K, half of the parent
body is heated by 400 K and about an eighth is melted. Hence,
while planetesimals that survive without disrupting are not ex-
pected to be heated substantially by impacts, a significant propor-
tion of the fragments produced by large collisions may be strongly
heated. If planetary embryos grow primarily by accreting such
fragments, rather than whole planetesimals, as recently suggested
(Chambers, 2006), impact heating may play an important role in
the evolution of primitive planetary materials.

Our statistical model is simplistic and a more comprehensive
study is warranted. In particular, a better understanding of disrup-
tion and melt retention in porous planetesimal collisions is
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required and should be incorporated in future models. A more
sophisticated approach would also account for the superposition
of subsequent impacts as well as the change in porosity, mass
and shape of the parent body. We assumed an average impact
velocity of 4 km s�1. A larger impact velocity will result in more
heating but will also result in disruption at a smaller impactor size.
We also only considered the consequences of head-on collisions; in
reality all collisions will be oblique. Previous work has shown that
to a first approximation both melt production and crater volume
scale with the sine of the impact angle (measured from the target
surface); hence, while heating in an oblique collision will be less
than in a vertical one, it will take (on average) more oblique colli-
sions to disrupt the parent body. Therefore, we do not expect the
effect of impact angle to change our conclusions. Finally, we as-
sumed an impactor population with a power-law slope of �1. Stee-
per populations, with more smaller impactors and less larger ones,
will result (on average) in more heating before disruption and less
heating in the final disruptive collision.

The potential of impacts to heat primitive, porous Solar System
material has several important implications. Relatively little heat is
required to raise the temperature of volatile Solar System material
above the condensation point. Hence, it is possible that during
planetesimal collisions volatile elements were lost from the result-
ing bodies or fragments. It has also been suggested that impacts are
a possible mechanism for the formation of the CB chondrules
(which are younger than other chondrules and formed in a single
shock event), in which melt droplets ejected from colliding bodies
may cool to form chondrules (e.g., Campbell et al., 2002; Rubin
et al., 2003; Krot et al., 2005). Their formation by the suggested
method of a large scale impact in the early Solar System would
therefore rely upon the production of melt during such a collision.
The production of substantial melt volumes in single disruptive
porous planetesimal collisions is predicted by our simulations. Fi-
nally, in collisions between porous planetesimals of very different
sizes it is possible to generate near-surface melt (or strongly
heated zones) one-to-several times larger than the smaller plane-
tesimal. It is plausible, therefore, that parent bodies may have been
heated heterogeneously, at least near the surface, from impacts of
many small bodies in non-disruptive collisions. By studying the
evolution of the thermal anomalies created in such impacts, a
much better understanding of the chemical evolution of these
primitive bodies can be gained.

Whilst the results of our simulations take a step towards quan-
tifying the process of heating in planetesimal collisions, there are
some variables not yet considered. For example, all the results pre-
sented here are for head-on collisions. In reality, all planetesimal
collisions will be oblique, which can only be modelled in three
dimensions. Future 3D modelling work will address this problem
by studying the effect of impact angle on the efficiency of heating
during planetesimal collisions. In addition, the planetesimals con-
sidered in our simulations had uniform porosity and the two
planetesimals had the same porosity. Future work should also
investigate the effect of layering and heterogenous pore-space dis-
tribution in planetesimals and the consequences of impacts be-
tween non-porous and highly-porous planetesimals.
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Appendix A. Calculating the critical shock pressure for melting

To compute the critical shock pressure (and entropy) required
to heat a non-porous material to a post-shock temperature Tf re-
quires two steps. Step (1) is to compute a shock state by simulta-
neously solving two equations: the equation of state in the form
P = P(q,E); and the third Hugoniot equation, describing the conser-
vation of energy during the jump from the reference state
(P0,q0,E0) to the shocked state (Psh,qsh,Esh),

Esh � E0 ¼
1
2
ðPsh þ P0Þ

1
qsh
� 1

q0

� �
: ð6Þ

For any compressed density qsh these two equations with two
unknowns (Psh and Esh) can be solved. Many simple analytical
equations of state are in the required form of P = P(q,E). For equa-
tions of state that take density and temperature as independent
variables, such as ANEOS, P(q,E) must be determined implicitly
from P(q,T) and E(q,T). Note also, that if the equation of state
has provision for computing entropy and temperature, the peak
shock temperature Tsh and entropy Ssh can be determined at the
same time.

Step (2) is to compute the isentropic release of the material
from the shock state to the final state (Pf = P0,Ef,qf,Tf), which is de-
scribed by the differential equation:

@E
@V

� �
S
¼ �P: ð7Þ

For equation of state models that include entropy and temper-
ature, the isentropic release curve can be found using just the EoS,
by iteratively searching for energy (or temperature) and density as
a function of decaying pressure that maintains constant entropy.
We adopt this approach using ANEOS, by solving the system of
equations:

S ¼ Sðq; TÞ ¼ Ssh ð8Þ
P ¼ Pðq; TÞ ð9Þ

with the initial conditions that P = Psh, q = qsh, T = Tsh, and the final
condition that P = P0.

As release from a shock state is isentropic, regardless of the ini-
tial porosity, the entropy Scrit required to heat the material to a gi-
ven post-shock temperature Tcrit (e.g., the solidus) is the same for
all initial porosities. Hence, once Scrit is defined for the non-porous
material (and for a given initial temperature), the critical shock
pressure required to heat a porous material of the same composi-
tion to the same post-shock temperature can be computed using
only the first step, above; that is, by simultaneously solving the
third Hugoniot equation and the porous material equation of state
P = P(a,q,E), where a, the distension, is the ratio of the solid matrix
density qs to the bulk density q(a = qs/q). Distension is related to
porosity / by a = 1/(1 � /).

Following the approach of Carroll and Holt (1972), the pressure
in a bulk porous material can be calculated from the equation of
state of the solid component (where Ps is the pressure in the solid
matrix) and the distension a using the thermodynamically consis-
tent relationship:

P ¼ 1
a

Psðqs; EÞ ¼
1
a

Psðaq; EÞ: ð10Þ

The advantage of this formulation is that the same equation of
state (tables or formulae) can be used to compute the pressure in
the solid component of a porous material as in a fully-consolidated
material of the same composition. The only additional requirement
to compute the thermodynamic state of a porous material is to de-
rive the distension from another state variable—the so-called com-
paction function.
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In this work, we use a simplified version of the �-a porous-com-
paction model (Wünnemann et al., 2006) to compute the disten-
sion from the volumetric strain �:

a ¼maxð1;a0ej�Þ ð11Þ

where a0 is the initial distension and j is a control on the rate at
which compaction occurs—it is a measure of how easily the pore
space is compacted during compression. By convention, compres-
sive strain is taken to be negative. j = 1 is the idealised case of a
perfectly porous material where all pore space is compacted before
compression begins, and j < 1 for materials where some compres-
sion of the solid material occurs during the compaction of the pore
space. For this study we assumed j = 0.98, which has proven to give
good fits to Hugoniot data for a range of geologic materials and ini-
tial porosities (Wünnemann et al., 2006, 2008). The sensitivity of
our results to the choice of j is discussed in the text.

From the definition of volumetric strain � = ln(q0/q), distension
can be related directly to the density of the porous material

a ¼max 1;a0
q0

q

� �j� �
: ð12Þ

Hence, in the case of a porous material, for any compressed den-
sity qsh, the three Eqs. (6), (10) and (12), with three unknowns
(ash, Psh and Esh), can be solved to define the shock state. The crit-
ical shock pressure required to heat a porous material to a given
post-shock temperature is then the shock pressure Psh at which
the entropy is equal to the critical entropy, Ssh = Scrit.
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